
How to: install your own BMW Performance 
Steering Wheel

Well, i had the BMW instructions and they aren't overly clear so i thought i'd 
have a go and hope for the best, but i took plenty of pictures along the way.
So, if anyone else feels brave enough, hopefully this will help.

1. Disconnect battery negative terminal and switch on headlights to drain 
residual power. Don't close the boot!!

2. Remove airbag using two slots in back of steering wheel (check the 
new wheel if you are unsure as to positioning).

3. Undo the 16mm nut holding the wheel on, take the wheel of, then 



undo the three torx screws in the back of the wheel to release the 
trim with the multi-function buttons.

4. Separate the two halves of the steering column shroud.



5. Then undo the four torx screws holding the slip ring in place.

6. Remove the slip ring.



7. Now take the pins out of the existing plug



8. And place them in the correct order in the new plug - make sure you 
put them in using the correct order!!





9. Put the new slip ring on, connect the plugs, put the four torx screws 
back in, and put the two halves of the steering shroud back together 
(carefully!



10. Then attach the multi-function trim to the new wheel and 
prepare to re-attach the wheel



11. Put the wheel on (paying attention to the marks on the column 
and the wheel which defnes "straight ahead"), then tighten the 16mm 
nut and reattach the cables for the airbag and push it back on.

12. Run the relevant cables across to the passenger footwell, 
remove the trim, and fnd this blue multi-plug



13. When you disconnect it you will be able to slide the blue cover 
of and then you need to remove pins 1 and 2, swap them to the new 
connector, and replace them with the new cables - it will end up 
looking like this:

14. Now switch to the driver's footwell near the OBD port - you will 
need to tap into the back of the OBD port for the last two wires.



15. Once you tap in here you're all done. Then put all the trim pieces 
back together, making sure everything is securely connected and 
where necessary things are cable-tied out of the way.

16. Check that the headlights are still switched on, then reconnect battery 
negative terminal.



Turn on ignition, fre up engine, hold both left and right switches on 
steering wheel, and it should turn on and look something like this:

Thought i'd add the install guide (from BMW):
http://verysideways.com/media/BMWP_install.pdf

And user guide:
http://verysideways.com/media/BMWP_usage.pdf

http://verysideways.com/media/BMWP_usage.pdf
http://verysideways.com/media/BMWP_install.pdf

